
What’s Available NOW On

“Edge of the 
Unknown With 
Jimmy Chin” 
(Sept. 7)
Professional skier 
and mountain 
climber Jimmy Chin 
is the host of this 
adventure series from 
National Geographic 
that gives a peek 
inside the minds 
of elite adventure 
athletes through 
transformative stories 
about facing fear, 
personal loss and the wrath of Mother Nature.

“Pinocchio” 
(Sept. 8, 
Disney+)
Oscar winner Robert 
Zemeckis (“Forrest 
Gump”) directs this 
live-action retelling 
of the beloved tale 
of a wooden puppet 
who embarks on an 
adventure to become 
a real boy. Tom Hanks 
stars as Gepetto 
opposite Benjamin 
Evan Ainsworth as 
Pinocchio. The stellar 
cast also includes Cynthia Erivo, Joseph Gordon-
Levitt, Keegan-Michael Key, Lorraine Bracco and 
Luke Evans. (ORIGINAL)

“Cars on the 
Road” (Sept. 8)
From Disney and 
Pixar comes this 
animated series that 
follows Lightning 
McQueen (voice 
of Owen Wilson) 
and his best friend 
Mater (voice of Larry 
the Cable Guy) as 
they head east from 
Radiator Springs 
on a cross-country 
road trip to meet up 
with Mater’s sister. 
(ORIGINAL)

“Growing Up” 
(Sept. 8)
Academy Award-
winner actress Brie 
Larson (“Room”) 
is the creative force 
behind this half hour 
documentary series 
that explores the 
challenges, triumphs 
and complexities of 
adolescence through 
10 compelling 
coming-of-age stories, 
revealing the diverse 
social, familial and 
internal obstacles young people face on their path 
to self-discovery and acceptance. (ORIGINAL)

BY STAFF WRITERS

Questions:
1) In what city is the ABC comedy series “Abbott 
Elementary” set?
2) What alumna of “Beverly Hills, 90210” played a 
guidance counselor at West Beverly High School on the 
subsequent teen dramedy “90210”?
3) In the 1963-65 NBC drama series “Mr. Novak,” what 
subject did John Novak (James Franciscus) teach?
4) What endearing actor (and later “Hollywood Squares” 
regular) earned an Emmy nomination as mild-mannered 
science teacher Robinson Peepers in the ‘50s comedy 
series “Mister Peepers”?
5) On what Fox comedy series 
would you find a frazzled teacher 
named Mrs. Edna Krabappel?
6) Known for her tart yet elegant 
comedy style, what actress won 
an Emmy as wisecracking English 
teacher Connie Brooks in “Our 
Miss Brooks”?

 “Abbott Elementary”

Back to school

Answers:
1) Philadelphia
2) Jennie Garth
3) English
4) Wally Cox
5) “The Simpsons”
6) Eve Arden
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